**U.S. SNOWBOARD ATHLETIC PIPELINE**

**START SNOWBOARDING**
- FIND A CLUB/COACH
- COMPETE AT USASA REGIONAL EVENTS
- COMPETE AT USASA NATIONAL EVENTS

**DISCIPLINE PATHWAYS**
Encourage athletes to compete in all disciplines

**SNOWBOARD RACING (PGS/PSL)**
- CONTINUE COMPETING AT USASA EVENTS
- ADVANCE TO OPEN CLASS COMPETITIONS
- AGE 15 ELEGIBLE TO COMPETE IN FIS NORAM EVENTS
  *US Ski and Snowboard / FIS membership required
- QUALIFY FOR FIS JUNIOR WORLDS (AGE 15-19)
- QUALIFY FOR WORLD CUP EVENTS
- QUALIFY FOR OLYMPICS

**HALFPIPE (HP) / SLOPESTYLE (SS)**
- CONTINUE COMPETING AT USASA EVENTS
- ADVANCE TO OPEN CLASS COMPETITIONS
- QUALIFY TO COMPETE AT REV TOUR EVENTS (13+)
  *US Ski and Snowboard / FIS membership required
- QUALIFY FOR FIS JUNIOR WORLDS (15-17) OR WORLD ROOKIE TOUR
- QUALIFY FOR ELITE EVENTS - GRAND PRIX, WORLD CUP, ETC
- QUALIFY FOR NATIONAL TEAM
- QUALIFY FOR OLYMPICS

**SNOWBOARD CROSS (SBX)**
- CONTINUE COMPETING AT USASA EVENTS
- ADVANCE TO OPEN CLASS COMPETITIONS
- AGE 13 ELIGIBLE TO COMPETE AT REV TOUR EVENTS
  *US Ski and Snowboard / FIS membership required
- AGE 15 ELIGIBLE TO COMPETE AT NORAM EVENTS
  *US Ski and Snowboard / FIS membership required
- QUALIFY FOR FIS JUNIOR WORLDS (15-19)
- QUALIFY FOR WORLD CUP EVENTS
- QUALIFY FOR SBX NATIONAL TEAM
- QUALIFY FOR OLYMPICS

**OLYMPICS**

**LIFE-LONG SPORT PARTICIPATION**

**US Ski and Snowboard / FIS membership required**